
 

AUTOMATIC GATES POWER SUPPLY? 

 

What power supply is needed and could we use the lighting circuit? For the best results 

a mains 240v 13/5amp dedicated, protected and constant supply is required with most 

automatic systems. The use of a lighting circuit is never advised, but may be possible, 

however it would need considerable adaption even if the cables and loading is suitable. 

 

Why would the lights supply be unsuitable? Every automatic installation needs a 

constant supply so that it works 24hrs a day. Light circuits are usually switched so that 

the lights are not left on all day. Another problem is that most lighting cables are not ideal 

for the gate supply and that the safety trip may need changing to suit. 

 

   
 

Thirdly, that is not unique to lighting but is most common, is that any other product using 

the gate system supply will likely cause additional fault tripping the system. 

 

What is meant by additional faults? The gate supply must be protected by a safety trip of 

some sort and as such will automatically switch off, if any component shows an electrical 

fault. This would result in a bulb or such like blowing; causing the gate supply to fail and 

the system will not work until the bulb is changed. If the supply feeds another socket or 

circuit, anything plug into it could once again cause the supply to fail.  

 

   
 



Intermittent faults on any electrical device can be very hard to find and this has been 

known to add hours to their detection for an engineer’s call, which had really very little to 

do with the gates them selves! 

 

We recommend if lighting is fitted or feed from the gate supply, then only quality 

products are used, they are installed to a high standard and are limited in number (2off 

would be the normal). They would be controlled from the gate system usually off a light 

sensitive control, automatically coming on at night and off during the day. 

 

 
 

How about new? The best cable to use out doors is 3 core SWA and it can be directly 

buried into a suitably deep trench, or surface fixed accordingly. The size of cable will be 

determined by the run length and load required at the gate end. The source end should 

have a suitable termination point and a qualified electrician should carry out the 

necessary connections. 

 

 
 

As we run supplies regularly for customers, we are geared up for correctly doing this part 

of the installation, having our own ground-works teams, etc and can be competitive. 

 

Every day people’s access and security relies on a suitable and reliable power supply! 
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